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THE
ROCKSTAR

bold.arTiSTiC.unorTHodox.
revoluTionarY.SenSaTional

When you enter a room you command attention 
(and you enjoy the spectacle). You help liven-up any 
situation with your humor and bold personality. You 
love experimenting and you’re not afraid to throw 
some unorthodox ideas into the mix.

THE
TRENDSETTER
CuTTing-edge.eliTe.imaginaTive. 

progreSSive.edgY

in every industry from fashion to gadgets, you can sense 
what will be hot tomorrow. people admire you because 
you’re imaginative and ambitious. You bring a cutting-
edge interpretation to the table. You are happiest when 
working against the grain.

THE
PROVOCATEUR

Clever.adepT.ConTemporarY.
STaTe oF THe arT.SurpriSing

Clever and adept is how most people would describe 
you. You generate a variety of fresh ideas and change 
the rules of how to do business. people are fascinated 
by the air of mystery that surrounds you and they can’t 
wait to see what you’ll come up with next.

THE
MAVERICK LEADER

pioneering.irreverenT.enTrepreneurial.
arTFul.dramaTiC

pioneering and irreverent, you are a strong leader. You 
often have new ideas and you constantly excite others 
with your enthusiasm. You don’t like slipping into 
routine and you are comfortable experimenting with 
new ideas, even in a high stress environment.

THE
ARTISAN

deliberaTe.THougHTFul.Flexible.
CompoSer-like.reSourCeFul

You are good at generating and implementing creative 
ideas. but you also appreciate the tried-and-true 
methods. You enjoy brainstorming and you’re flexible 
with change, but you make sure to remain practical.

THE
QUICK-START

proliFiC.THorougH.diligenT.
reliable.Can-do

Your ability to rapidly identify opportunities and execute 
a plan with determination makes you a vital addition to 
teams. You mix creativity with a thorough and diligent 
delivery. Your ability to think on your feet helps you 
make important decisions under pressure.
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